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Proof-of-principle prototypes Proof-of-principle prototypes
The 'signal pollution' from beam position can be subtracted using the measured position, to within a few percent.
Correction efficiency can be verified on data taken after beam-size filamentation. 
Lessons from beam measurements Lessons from beam measurements

Lessons from lab measurements Lessons from lab measurements
After some iterations, a design with good common-mode rejection and low longitudinal impedance, was found. Intensity normalization Intensity normalization 
Beam based calibration -quad moment Beam based calibration -quad moment
Systematic error bar from:
Beta function ~10% Dispersion ~10% Mom. spread ~3% 
Comparative matching measurement Comparative matching measurement
Summary Summary
Quadrupole pick-ups are not as exotic as one might think. The measurement can be checked for 'internal consistency'. They can be used to measure both matching and emittance, continuously on each bunch individually, without perturbing the beam. Betatron mismatch of a few percent can be detected (both amplitude and phase). The accuracy of the emittance measurement is comparable to the wire-scanners, although the method is less direct and therefore not directly competing with these instruments.
